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Abstract:  In  this  article  the new technical and technological variants of performance of a complex of
harvesting and reforestation works in a forest are offered, the results of experimental supervision are submitted.
The technological roadpattern of development of forest compartment with transplanting of young undergrowth
under shelterwood allowing reducing of distance of transportation of young undergrowth at its transplanting
under shelterwood is made. The systems of machines for transportation of young undergrowth from under
shelterwood, from those places, where it can be damaged at harvesting, are offered. The new variants of designs
of devices for machine transportation of young undergrowth are submitted. The results of experimental
researches confirming an opportunity to form of all-aged planting are given.
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INTRODUCTION Any  of  currently existing methods of development

Nine major factors are allocated in strategy of about rational  accommodation  in  its territory of
development of a wood complex of Russian  Federation transport  ways  with  use of technology of transplanting
for the period till 2020 year. Including: low quality of of  young  undergrowth  of coniferous species. It causes
reforestation and poorly advanced infrastructure in of performance  of  transportation  of  young
forests. undergrowth from a place of it out planting to

The researches, executed on faculty technologies compartment lines, moving of the machine along these
and equipment of timber industry manufactures of Volga ways and transportation of young undergrowth in the
State University of Technology, are one of variants of the opposite direction deep into territories of forest
decision of the given problem. compartment  for  planting  of  young undergrowth on

The territory of everyone forest division of Russian other developed earlier cutting area. It causes of increase
Federation is divided into forest compartment of the of average distance of transportation of young
rectangular form (500×500 or 1000×1000 m.). undergrowth.

On offered technology, young undergrowth is dug The purpose of research is the development of
out on cutting area, on which yet are not executed cutting engineering and technology for realization in forest
area works from those places, where its damage is compartment of a complex harvesting and reforestation
possible during performance felling and skidding. Young works with transplanting of young undergrowth by a
undergrowth is transported and container planted in machine method.
places of its insufficient quantity on territory another
cutting area, on which are already executed felling and MATERIALS AND METHODS
skidding [1]. At use of the given technology there is a
necessity of transportation of cargoes of timber and The technique of research provides a combination of
young undergrowth deep into territories of forest the forest compartment method of conducting works with
compartment arises to cutting area on which felling are the combined method reforestation and allows raising
already completed [2]. efficiency of both methods.

of forest compartment does not give the information
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The combined method reforestation provides a 8 are prepared. Stratum 4 is divided into some swaths with
combination natural reforestation with realization of a borders 9 and skidding road 10. Each of swaths is divided
complex of works with transplanting of young into some narrow swaths with borders 11. The chain-saw
undergrowth under shelter wood. The method of operator 12 fells the trees. The delimbing of the dead
transplanting of young undergrowth is more effective timbers 13 is carried out on a site 14. The bundles of tree
without organization of places of a temporary storage of lengths 15 are skidded by the light skidder 16.
young undergrowth. The given variant is possible in that The bisectors 17 are drawn from corners of forest
case, when the places of out planting and planting near compartment in the technological road pattern and allow
from each other. defining the places of change of zones of a contiguity of

The forest compartment method [3] is developed on territories of the stratums to compartment lines and
faculty technologies and equipment of timber industry technological tracks and the direction of the swaths and
manufactures  of  Volga State University of Technology. skidding roads. The skidding roads change the direction
It provides consecutive realization of all kinds of works in places of crossing with the bisectors. The skidding
and gives an opportunity to concentrate volumes roads are continuation each other in each of the zones of
harvesting, reforestation and transplanting of young contiguity  and  are  perpendicular  to  transport  ways.
undergrowth  within  the  limits  of forest compartment. The change of a direction of the skidding roads allows
The rational technology of development of forest ensuring equal width of the swaths in adjacent zones of
compartment, development of its infrastructure will allow contiguity.
reducing expenses to complex performance harvesting, The aggregate 18 for out planting, transportation and
reforestation and transplanting of young undergrowth. planting of young undergrowth moves under shelter

During preparation of materials of the article the wood, digs out young undergrowth and transports to
analysis of existing methods both of designs of machines stratum 4. The container planting of young undergrowth
and mechanisms for transplanting of young undergrowth 19  is  made by the aggregate in territory of the swaths.
is executed. The methods of patent search and analysis of The aggregate does not plant à young undergrowth on
experimental data are used for preparation of this article. the area skidding roads and technological track. It is

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION harvesting and reforestation the next years.

The example of the offered technological road pattern undergrowth in forest compartment, shown in Figure,
of  development  of  forest compartment is submitted in provides use of the universal aggregate for performance
Fig. 1. The forest compartment is limited to compartment of all operations of technological process of transplanting
lines 1 and consists from stratums. The felling should be of young undergrowth. Several systems of aggregates are
executed on several stratums. The borders of such submitted in Table 1. The expediency of transplanting of
stratums are designated on the technological road pattern young undergrowth and its high capacity for survival is
by positions 2, 3, 4. The development of quarter begins confirmed by many researchers [2, 5, 6, 7]. The
with stratum 4, on which is absent young undergrowth of transplanting of young undergrowth with container
coniferous species. Then young undergrowth of planting is more effective in comparison with
coniferous species is dug out in territory of stratums 2, 3, transplanting of young undergrowth with bare-rooted
taking place under shelter wood 5 from those places, on planting [8, 9]. The designs of devices for transplanting of
which it would be damaged in time performance of felling young undergrowth are offered in various scientific
and skidding. Then young undergrowth is planted on researches [10, 11, 12, 13].
stratum 4 from both parties of skidding roads there, where Use of the given method of accommodation of
felling and skidding are already executed. The stratum technological tracks and skidding roads the next years of
with separated young undergrowth stands are designated development of forest compartment allows developing its
on the technological road pattern by a position 6. infrastructure and gives an opportunity of movement on

The method differs from other themes, that it them of the aggregate for out planting, transportation,
provides accommodation on diagonals of territory of planting of young undergrowth and skidder during all
forest compartment of technological tracks 7. It promotes term of possession of a natural area. The author
reduction of distances of transportation of young developed some new devices for container transplanting
undergrowth  between  stratums  [4]. The loading points of young undergrowth. Three devices are submitted on a

necessary for their subsequent use at performance of

The variant of technology of transplanting of young
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Fig. 1: Technological roadpattern of development of forest compartment with transplanting of young undergrowth under
shelterwood

Table 1: Systems of aggregates for transplanting of young undergrowth
Var. Outplanting Transportation Planting

1 One small-size aggregate works on all operations. The aggregate is equipped with the full rotary handler, body for transportation of young
undergrowth. It has high-speed characteristics

2 Two kinds of aggregates are working. The first aggregate is used for outplanting and transportation of young undergrowth. It is equipped with the
full rotary handler, body for transportation of young undergrowth, has high-speed characteristics. The second aggregate is used for planting of young
undergrowth. It can be not equipped with short rotating handler. It has not high speed characteristics of movement. The replaceable carriages are used.

3 Two kinds of aggregates are working. The first aggregate is used for outplanting. It is equipped with the full rotary handler. The second aggregate
is used for transportation and planting of young undergrowth. It can be equipped with short rotating handler. It has high speed characteristics of
movement. The replaceable carriages are used.

4 Three kinds of aggregates are working. The first aggregate is used for outplanting. It is equipped with the full rotary handler. The second aggregate
is used for transportation. It can be not equipped with the handler, but it has high speed characteristics of movement. The third aggregate is used for
planting of young undergrowth. It can be equipped with short rotating handler. The replaceable carriages are used.
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(a) (b)
variant No. 1

(c) (d)
variant No. 2

(e) f) g)

variant No 3

Fig. 2: New variants of devices for container transplanting of young undergrowth.

Fig. 2. Open and close positions of clips for transplanting positions  of  clips for transplanting of young
of young undergrowth at work of the device (variant 1) undergrowth at work of the device (variant 2) are shown,
are shown, accordingly, on a Fig. 2, a & b. Open and close accordingly,  on a Fig. 2, c &  d.  Combined  clamshell  [12]
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Fig. 3: A fragment of the experiment. The container out 3. Pat, No. 2175830. Russia, Int. Cl.: A01G23/02. Way of
planting of young undergrowth. development of sites of the forest area / Shirnin Y.À.,

for transplanting of young undergrowth and loading of 20.11.01, 32(4).
length (variant 3), accordingly at an open position of clips 4. Pat, no. 2234832. Russia, Int. Cl.: 7À01G23/00, 23/02.
for out planting of young undergrowth, an open position Way of development of sites of the forest area /
of clips for loading of length and a close position of clips Shirnin Y.A., Tsarev E.M., Rukomojnikov K.P.
is shown on a Fig. 3, e, f & g. 27.08.04, 24(5).

The serviceability of the device was proved at 5. David, B.I., D. South, J. Paul, E. Tom, I. Starkey and
industrial experiments. The application of aggregates with A. Scott, 2012. Planting Deep Increases Early
such design enables out planting of young undergrowth Survival and Growth of Pinus echinata Seedlings The
without destruction container of ground and planting it Open For. Science J., 5: 33-41.
on cutting area. The experiment with use of forwarder 6. VanderSchaaf, C.L. and D.B. South, 2003. Effect of
"Valmet-862" for container transplanting of young planting depth on growth of open-rooted Pinus
undergrowth is carried out (Fig. 3). The device for elliottii and Pinus taeda seedlings in the United
transplanting of young undergrowth was hung on the States. South Afr. For. J., 198: 63-73.
handler. A body for transportation of young undergrowth 7. Brissette, J.C. and J.L. Chambers, 1992. Leaf water
was established on the forwarder. status  and  root  system  water  flux   of  shortleaf

pine (Pinus echinata Mill.) seedlings in relation to
CONCLUSSIONS new  root  growth  after  transplanting.  Tree Phys.,

The prospects of the given direction of development 8. Brissette,  J.C.  and  J.P. Barnett, 1989. Comparing
of engineering both technologies are confirmed by first-year growth of bare-root and container plantings
theoretical and experimental researches of progressive of shortleaf pine half-sib families. In: R.A. Schroeder,
cutting forest compartment with combined reforestation. Ed. Proceedings of the 20  So For. Tree Improv.
Capacity for survival, genetic value, the stability to Conf., 42: 354-361.
illnesses and insects is much higher, than at artificial 9. Gwaze, D., R. Melick, C. Studyvin and G.Hoss, 2006.
stands from nursery. There is an opportunity to form of Survival and growth of container and bareroot
all-aged planting. The part of researches is introduced shorleaf pine seedlings in Missouri. In: Riley LE,
into manufacture as a result of industrial tests of Dumroese RK, Landis TD, Eds. Proceedings of the
technology of progressive cutting forest compartment Forest and Conservation Nursery Associations.
with combined reforestation of natural area in educational USA: USDA For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. RMRS-P-43,
forest division of Volga State University of Technology. 123-126.
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